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23. ONE GOODBYE 

   Em   /F#   /G     /E  /F#  /G  A 
1.   One  Good bye    must be  the  last 
2. Our  next  hell-  o please make it  the last 

  Am   /B     /C       /A   /B   /C   Dm 
1.  One  word that haunts us both from the past 
2.  Sands  of    time    flow much too fast 

   Bb     F     Am    G   
1. We  all move in   circles and  all circles  close 
2. We love being to- gether we  hate being a-part 

     Gm     D      Fma7   Bsus4  B 
1.   We  can’t tell the  future or our  fate I  sup- pose 
2. No more  stops on our  journey   trust in your heart 

Em   /F#  /G   /E  /F#   /G   A 
4. Each Good bye  is   some- thing  sad 

 Am  /B   /C      /A   /B   /C    Dm 
4. But  we  take the  good with the  bad 

    Bb     F   Am      G 
4. Don’t take things for granted, dreams drift like smoke 

 Gm     D     Bb    A7sus4  A7 
4. Capture the moment the promise we  spoke 

 Dma7       Gma7    Dma7      Cma7 
3.  Each meeting so  precious,    each moment so rare 
6.  Though time tries to change us   resist while you can 

  Dma7         Bbma7   Ebma7   Asus4 A 
3.   Time slips through our  fingers, so ‘til next time take  care 
6.   Things that still    bind us  our  fate’s in our  hands 

 E      Am   E       F9   
3. Life moves    fast   all things must pass 
6. Onward as   friends  strong to the  end 

    Bb    C        F     B7 
3.    No time to  cry    say Hell- o not Good- bye 
6. Put the blue in my  sky    say Hell- o not Good- bye 

Tuned down 2 (DGCFAD)  
6/8    190 bpm  

5. - instrumental 

(Lyrics: G.Barnett/E.Barnett) 
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ONE GOODBYE - Lyrics 

 
One Goodbye must be the last 
Our next Hello please make it the last 
We all move in circles and all circles close 
We can’t tell the future or our fate I suppose 
 
One word that haunts us both from the past 
Sands of time flow much too fast 
We love being together we hate being apart 
No more stops on our journey trust in your heart 
 
Each meeting so precious, each moment so rare 
Time slips through our fingers, so ‘til next time take care 
Life moves fast and all things must pass 
No time to cry say Hello not Goodbye 
 
Each Goodbye is something sad 
But we take the good with the bad 
Don’t take things for granted, dreams drift like smoke 
Capture the moment the promise we spoke 
 
Instrumental 
 
Though time tries to change us resist while you can 
Things that still bind us our fate’s in our hands 
Onward as friends strong to the end 
Put the blue in my sky say Hello not Goodbye 
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23. One Goodbye - CHORDS 
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